Netlight named Super Company – one and
only 13 years in a row
Stockholm 2020-12-02
The IT and Management consultancy company Netlight is once again awarded
one of the Supercompanies 2020. Only 709 of over 1 million companies in
Sweden is a super company in 2020. Netlight is now for the 13th time in a row
one of the top Swedish companies and the only one which has held the title
for over a decade - overcoming the financial recession in 2009 and 2010.
The annual list of Sweden’s “Superföretag”, by the business magazine Veckans
Affärer and the European Data & Analytics company Bisnode, is based on a
series of key indicators such as growth profitability and financial stability for four
consecutive years. All Swedish limited liability companies are reviewed,
analyzed, and then ranked.
– Netlight has been on the list for 13 years now. No other company has
managed this during the 16 years we have produced the Superlist. In
knowledge-intensive industries, Netlight’s performance is absolutely
outstanding. So, from my point of view, Netlight is the symbol of the
Supercompanies, says Per Weidenman, CEO, Bisnode.
– We are honored and grateful to be on this list for a full decade! Netlight is the
only company who has made this list for thirteen years in a row. We are only as
good as our employees, making them the superheroes that makes us a Super
Company, says Erik Ringertz, CEO, Netlight.
About Netlight
Netlight is an IT and Management consultancy company helping leaders of the
digital industry to be successful with over 1 300 consultants in Stockholm, Oslo,
Helsinki, Copenhagen, Munich, Hamburg, Berlin, Frankfurt and Zurich. We
implement new solutions, covering media, games, e-commerce, finance and
payment and the industrial Internet of Things. Netlight has been awarded several
times as top employer, as well as for growth, continued profitability and
engagement for equality and diversity within the IT industry.
https://www.netlight.com
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